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Precision Position Control of the DelFly II Flapping-wing
Micro Air Vehicle in a Wind-tunnel

T. Cunis*, M. Karásek, and G.C.H.E. de Croon
Delft University of Technology, Kluyverweg 1, Delft, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Flapping-wing MAVs represent an attractive al-
ternative to conventional designs with rotary
wings, since they promise a much higher effi-
ciency in forward flight. However, further in-
sight into the flapping-wing aerodynamics is still
needed to get closer to the flight performance
observed in natural fliers. Here we present the
first step necessary to perform a flow visualiza-
tion study of the air around the flapping wings of
a DelFly II MAV in-flight: a precision position
control of flight in a wind-tunnel. We propose a
hierarchical control scheme implemented in the
open-source Paparazzi UAV autopilot software.
Using a decoupling, combined feed-forward and
feed-back control approach as a core, we were
able to achieve a precision of ±2.5 cm for sev-
eral seconds, which is much beyond the require-
ments for a time resolved stereo PIV technique.

1 INTRODUCTION

The recent boom of Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) has in-
duced a deep interest in flapping flight. At the scales of in-
sects and small birds, flapping-wing MAVs are expected to
challenge conventional rotorcraft designs by combining pre-
cision and agility at hover with energy efficient cruising flight.
However, their development is still at the beginning and even
the performance of state-of-the-art designs [1–3] remains far
behind their biological counterparts. One of the reasons of
this gap is our limited understanding of the complex and un-
steady aerodynamic mechanisms occurring during flapping.

Numerical modelling of flapping wings can provide some
insight; nevertheless, it remains a challenge on its own. De-
spite an intense research in recent years [4, 5], the existing
models still struggle to match empirical data consistently.
Thus, experimental techniques remain the most suitable tool
for studying flapping flight.

So far, most experiments have been carried out in a teth-
ered configuration where the aerodynamic forces and mo-
ments can be measured directly, in natural fliers [6] as well as
in MAVs [7, 8]. However, it remains debatable whether these
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Figure 1: The DelFly II preforming a precision flight in the
wind-tunnel. The achieved precision of ±2.5 cm will allow
unprecedented in-flight aerodynamic measurements in future.
Commissioned illustration by Sarah Gluschitz, licensed un-
der CC BY-ND.

measurements are representative of free-flight conditions, es-
pecially in animals that behave abnormally when their body
motion is restrained. A possible contamination of tethered
measurements by structural vibrations was also reported in
MAVs when compared to free flight estimates [9].

Another experimental tool used for studying flapping
flight are flow visualization techniques. Particle Image Ve-
locimetry (PIV) was used to capture the flow patterns around
and behind man-made flapping wings in a tethered configu-
ration [10–13] and also in various natural fliers flying in a
wind-tunnel [14–16]. Nevertheless, such measurements al-
ways include a random factor due to unpredictable behaviour
of even a well trained animal. Free flight PIV measurements
with man made flappers have not yet been tried, but could
bring much more consistent data as their manoeuvres can be
pre-programmed.

Here, we present a first necessary step towards a free-
flight PIV measurement on a flapping-wing MAV: a precision
autonomous flight in a wind-tunnel (Fig. 1), something that
has not yet been tried in flapping-wing MAVs apart from the
DelFly platform itself [17]. Even for other platforms (fixed-
wings, multi-rotors), only a few examples of autonomous
wind-tunnel flying can be found in the literature [18, 19].

So far, most research on flapping flight control focused
on tail-less designs that require active attitude stabilization to
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stay in the air, e.g. [20–22]; this is not needed in tailed de-
signs, like the DelFly, that benefit from passive stability. The
higher level (guidance) control has deserved much less atten-
tion, e.g. in GPS-based flying [23]; however, very good tra-
jectory tracking performance was achieved with a tethered,
but unconstrained, insect-sized tail-less RoboBee [24]. De-
spite the lack of an accurate robot model, a Root Mean Square
(RMS) error of 1 cm (≈ 30% of its wingspan) was achieved
in hovering and near-hover trajectory tracking flights lasting
several seconds with a single loop adaptive flight control.
Including the Iterative Learning Control algorithm, which
learns the robot dynamics uncaptured by the model, allowed
to track also more aggressive manoeuvres [25].

Nevertheless, the DelFly differs significantly from the
RoboBee: it is a tailed, passively stable platform designed
primarily for (slow) forward flight. It has no (direct) roll con-
trol authority and a significant coupling exists between the
pitch angle and vertical dynamics due to gliding effects. Also,
no aggressive manoeuvres are needed for the intended tests.
Thus, we adopted a rather classical approach with a cascaded
structure, enhanced with a speed-thrust control block to deal
with the longitudinal coupling effects and an adaptation phase
to compensate for the model errors. Compared to the previ-
ous tests [17], we further improved the position sensing by
using a commercial external motion tracking system.

In this paper, we first introduce the experimental setup in
Section 2. The main contribution of this work is the con-
trol approach described in Section 3. The test results are
presented and discussed in Section 4, which is followed by
Section 5 with the conclusion.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

2.1 DelFly II MAV

The flapping-wing MAV used in the experiments de-
scribed here is the DelFly II (Fig. 2, further called the
DelFly), which is a well studied platform that has been devel-
oped by the TU Delft for over ten years [3, 26]. The DelFly
has two flexible wings flapping in cross configuration; its
characteristic wing motion with lift enhancing clap-and-peel
mechanism is displayed in Fig 3.

The MAV is stabilized and controlled by a conventional
tail with horizontal and vertical stabilizers and two actuated
control surfaces; the elevator deflection results in a pure pitch
moment, the rudder generates a combined roll and yaw mo-
ment.

The DelFly is equipped with a Lisa/S autopilot board
[27], which includes a 6 DOF MEMS IMU for attitude esti-
mation and an MCU running the Paparazzi UAV software1.
Further on-board components include a DelTang Rx31 re-
ceiver and an ESP8266 Esp-09 WiFi module for data uplink
and telemetry downlink. Four active, infra-red LED mark-
ers are placed at the nose, fin, at the tailplane (2x), forming a

1https://wiki.paparazziuav.org

Figure 2: The DelFly II flapping-wing MAV used in this
study. Commissioned illustration by Sarah Gluschitz, li-
censed under CC BY-ND.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Three important phases of the DelFly MAV flapping
cycle: (a) wings fully opened, (b) wings clapping, (c) wings
peeling apart.

rotational asymmetric tetrahedron; thus, attitude and position
of its geometrical centre can be uniquely recognized by the
tracking system. In the current implementation, the controller
uses the position and heading information from the tracking
system and estimates roll and pitch angle from the on-board
IMU.

2.2 Wind-tunnel set-up
The tests presented here were carried out in the Open

Jet Facility of TU Delft. This close-circuit low-speed wind-
tunnel offers an open test section of nearly 3m× 3m and is
thus greatly suitable for MAV free-flight experiments. The
wind speed, controlled by the wind-tunnel software via the
fan rpm, can reach up to 35m/s. We have noticed that the
wind speed control was not very accurate at very low speeds,
where our tests were performed (0.5 to 1.5m/s), resulting in
a steady state error. Thus, in the results we will state the wind



speed set-point V SP
W rather than the (unknown) actual speed

VW .
The DelFly has been tracked by twelve motion tracking

cameras (OptiTrack Flex 13, NaturalPoint, Inc.) attached at
the ceiling of the wind-tunnel room (Fig. 1), providing the
MAV position and orientation at a rate of up to 120Hz with a
mean error of ≈0.2mm per marker. The position and head-
ing were sent on-board at a rate of 30Hz, via the Paparazzi
Ground Control Station, using the WiFi datalink.

2.3 Axis systems
We are using the axis systems defined by ISO 1151-1

and -2, see Fig. 4. In addition to the usual geographic, flight-
path, air-path, and body-fixed axis systems, we introduce the
wind-tunnel reference system in order to define the (desired)
motion in the wind-tunnel: the xw-axis points opposite the
wind velocity vector, zw points down and yw completes the
right-handed Cartesian system. As the origin is located at the
geographic system’s origin, the wind-tunnel reference system
differs from the geographic only by rotation.
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y′f
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χ
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χ̄W
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Figure 4: Axes of the horizontal flight dynamics. Projections
of axes or quantities into the drawing layer are marked by �′.
Based upon [28].

The body-fixed coordinate system is defined by the
body’s main axes: the xf -axis points along the fuselage to-
wards the nose, the zf -axis points opposite to the direction
of the vertical stabilizer, and the yf -axis pointing starboard
completes the right-handed system. Its origin is placed at the
centre of the tracked body (defined by the four LED markers),
which we assume to be close enough to the centre of mass.

3 CONTROL APPROACH

For the problem of precision position control we propose
a hierarchic control scheme according to Fig. 5. In contrast
to the classical flight-control hierarchy, an additional speed-
thrust control block was inserted between attitude and guid-
ance control to deal with the coupling of lift and thrust, in-
duced by varying effects of flapping and gliding at different
flight speeds.

Speed-thrust

Guidance Attitude
xref
g

Ψc

Φc=0

η, ζ

V̇ c
A, Ḧ

c
Θc

zc

xg

Φ

ẍg

Figure 5: The hierarchic control scheme for the DelFly con-
trol approach.

In the longitudinal xa-za-plane, the motion is determined
by the air-speed VA and the change in height Ḣ . For the
speed-thrust controller, we make the following assumptions
about the flight condition of the DelFly:

• the air-speed vector lies in the horizontal plane;

• the thrust vector is aligned with the air-speed.

These assumptions are fully satisfied in steady-state flight
in the wind-tunnel, and sufficiently met for slight deviations
from the set-point.

3.1 Guidance control
Flying in the wind-tunnel, the direction of the aircraft ve-

locity ~VA is (in steady-state) pointing opposite the wind ve-
locity vector ~VW , that is we have ~VA = −~VW and there is
no motion relative to ground (~VK = ~VA + ~VW = 0, see
Fig. 4). As the wind-direction is constant, we introduce the
non-rotating wind-tunnel reference axis system [xw, yw, zw]
opposing wind azimuth χW and note the angle between nor-
mal earth-fixed xg-axis and wind-tunnel reference xw-axis,
clockwise positive, by χ̄W = χW − π.

The guidance control approach presented here is based
on non-linear dynamic inversion [29]. Dynamic inversion
control enjoys the benefits of directly injecting the desired
closed-loop system behaviour, i.e. the coefficients of the char-
acteristic polynomials, via the control law. In the axes of the
wind-tunnel reference system, assuming constant wind speed
(V̇W = 0), we end up with the following component-wise
accelerations in steady-state flight:

ẍw = V̇A − V̇W = V̇A (1)

ÿw = m−1 (FF sin(Ψ− χ̄W )− FD sin(χA − χ̄W )) (2)

z̈w = −Ḧ. (3)

For small angles Ψ− χ̄W and χA − χ̄W , the lateral equation
reduces to

ÿw = m−1FF (Ψ− χ̄W ) . (4)

Using V̇A, Ḧ , and Ψ as commands to the underlying con-
trol loops we have the control laws

V̇ c
A = νx (5)

Ψc = λΨÿνy + χ̄W (6)

Ḧc = νz, (7)



where the lateral ratio λΨÿ is introduced to cancel m−1FF in
Eq. 4. The pseudo-commands are given by

νx = dV̇Axw
∆ẋw+ kV̇Axw

∆xw (8)

νy = dÿwyw
∆ẏw+ kÿwyw

∆yw + iÿwyw

∫
∆yw dt (9)

νz = dḦzw
∆żw+ kḦzw

∆zw, (10)

where iÿwyw
is a lateral integral gain added to correct steady-

state offsets in the heading controller. Thus, the closed loop
systems resemble second-order behaviour. The lateral inte-
gral gain iÿwyw and ratio λΨÿw have been tuned in the wind-
tunnel.

3.2 Speed-thrust control
Controlling the behaviour in the longitudinal plane is the

core task of the designed controller. Since the generation of
lift and thrust is highly coupled, the speed-thrust control law
needs to command a suitable combination of pitch angle and
flapping frequency. In Fig. 6, the overall control strategy is
shown: pitch angle and throttle are commanded by a forward
control block from the forward and vertical acceleration set-
points, which are being adjusted by the feedback loop.

forward control

correction

V̇ SP
A , ḦSP Θc

zc

V̇A, Ḧ

Figure 6: The overall control strategy for speed-thrust con-
trol.

Forward control Using static wind-tunnel measurements
for different wind speeds, pitch angles, and throttle com-
mands [30], a linear relationship between thrust FF , lift FL

and pitch angle Θ and throttle z was found by first-oder Tay-
lor linearisation:[

FF

FL

]
=

[
FF (Θ0,z0, VW )
FL(Θ0,z0, VW )

]
+ FÆ(VW )

[
∆Θ
∆z

]
, (11)

where Θ0,z0 denote the condition of no acceleration (equi-
librium) and FÆ the matrix of force gradients at the equi-
librium; the lift and thrust force in equilibrium is FF0 =
FD0(VW ) and FL0 = FG.

Considering our initial assumption (∆FF =
mV̇A,∆FL = mḦ), we obtain a wind speed-dependent
forward control law by inversion of Eq. 11 as[

Θc

zc

]
=

[
Θ0

z0

]
+mF−1

Æ

[
V̇ SP
A

ḦSP

]
(12)

As FÆ has been derived for different wind speeds, our for-
ward control law follows a gain scheduling approach.

Feedback correction In feedback loop, we employ a sim-
ple PI control law in order to correct model uncertainties and
reject disturbances[

V̇ fb
A

Ḧ fb

]
= k

[
∆V̇A

∆Ḧ

]
+ i

∫ [
∆V̇A

∆Ḧ

]
dt, (13)

where the integrated error can be calculated as
∫
∆V̇A dt =∫

V̇ SP
A dt− VA;

∫
∆Ḧ dt =

∫
ḦSP dt− Ḣ .

As F−1
Æ features a guess of direction of the force gradi-

ents, we add the correction before the forward control; thus,
the combined forward-backward control law results into[
Θc

zc

]
=

[
Θ0

z0

]
+mF−1

Æ (

[
V̇ SP
A

ḦSP

]
+ k

[
∆V̇A

∆Ḧ

]
+ i

∫ [
∆V̇A

∆Ḧ

]
).

(14)

3.3 Semi-adaptive control approach
The combined forward-backward controller, as presented

so far, compensates model errors in both force gradients and
equilibrium conditions by feedback. We enhance the con-
trol approach by a quasi-adaptation stage to initially adapt to
the equilibrium condition (Θ0,z0); we call this extended ap-
proach semi-adaptive.

First, we can use a position feedback to find the “true”
equilibrium condition, without de-stabilizing the system:

Lemma 1. Let Θ̂0, ẑ0, and F̂Æ be close guesses of the pitch
angle, throttle command, and matrix of force gradients at
equilibrium, respectively. Given an initial longitudinal po-
sition (xw0,H0) and a feedback law[

Θc

zc

]
=

[
Θ̂0

ẑ0

]
+mF̂−1

Æ γ

[
xw0 − xw

H0 −H

]
, (15)

for a suitable gain γ ∈ R>0 it holds

1. there is a position (x′
w,H

′) close to (xw0,H0) where
the equilibrium condition is met;

2. in the neighbourhood of (x′
w,H

′) this position will be
approached.

Proof. See Appendix.

That is, the stable position (x′
w,H

′) is approached and
Eq. 15 yields the true pitch angle Θ0 = Θc(x′

w,H
′) and

throttle command z0 = zc(x′
w,H

′).
We now split our control approach into two subsequent

stages: adaptation and correction, see Fig. 7. First, the posi-
tion feedback of Eq. 15 stabilizes the position; as soon as the
equilibrium is found by Lemma 1 (time tA), the controller
switches to the correction stage (and remains here).

3.4 Attitude control
We use elevator and rudder of the DelFly to control pitch

angle and heading, respectively. While roll is also affected by
the rudder, it quickly returns to zero thanks to passive stabil-
ity. We employ standard PID feedback and use directly the
error in rates for the derivative part.
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(a) Adaptation stage, t ≤ tA.
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Figure 7: The two-stage semi-adaptive control approach: at
time t = tA, the semi-adaptive controller switches from the
adaptation (a) to the correction (b) stage.

4 RESULTS

If not stated otherwise, the wind-tunnel speed controller
was set to V SP

W = 0.8m/s. Because the wind speed measure-
ment was not available on-board, the wind tunnel set point
speed was used instead to choose the forward gains of the
speed-thrust controller.

4.1 Precision in steady-state

The steady state results are shown in Fig. 8. We achieved
the highest steady-state precision using only an integral gain
i = 300% in the correction stage. The control precision in
the vertical direction was around ±1.0 cm, except for a dis-
turbance around time t = 140 s. The precision in the forward
axis was around ±2.5 cm.

The performance in the lateral axis is not influenced by
the integral gain but heavily oscillating; thus, a lateral pre-
cision of ±5.0 cm is achieved most of the time. We further
discuss the lateral results in Section 4.2.

The RMS error over the time interval displayed in Fig. 8
(approx. 150 s) was 0.9 cm, 1.7 cm and 3.2 cm for vertical,
forward and lateral direction, respectively.
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Figure 8: Steady-state position (by OptiTrack); dashed and
dotted lines are indicating ±2.5 cm and ±5.0 cm, respec-
tively. (wind speed V SP

W = 0.8m/s; semi-adaptive speed-
thrust control with k = 0, i = 300%.)

4.2 Robustness to wind speed
While flying, we increased the wind speed set-point step-

wise from 0.7 up to 1.3m/s (Fig. 9); neither forward nor
feedback gains were changed during this test.

In the vertical and forward axes, the control approach is
clearly robust and the precision remains unaffected. As one
can see from the RMS error in Tab. 1, the accuracy is even
increasing slightly with the wind speed.

V SP
W 0.7m/s 1.0m/s 1.3m/s

RMS zw (cm) 1.35 1.10 0.90
RMS xw (cm) 3.26 2.47 2.25
RMS yw (cm) 3.44 5.52 9.22

Table 1: RMS position error for different wind speeds.

The precision in lateral axis, however, deteriorates for in-
creasing wind speed; so does the RMS error. Since the rud-
der is more effective in low-pitch, fast-forward flight and a
change of heading induces an increased lateral velocity com-
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Figure 9: Results for different wind speeds. (semi-adaptive speed-thrust control with k = 0, i = 200%.)

ponent, the lateral control loop as third-order integrator sys-
tem is more sensitive to increased wind speed and thus air-
speed and pitch angle. By gain scheduling or dynamic inver-
sion control, these couplings can be taken into account.

4.3 Height steps for different poles
The gains dḦzw

, kḦzw
of the guidance control law are

determined by the desired poles of the closed loop(
s2 + dḦzw

s+ kḦzw

)
zw(s) =

(s− ςz1) (s− ςz2) zw(s) = 0 (16)

that is,

dḦzw
= −ςz1 − ςz2 (17)

kḦzw
= ςz1ςz2 (18)

Desiring a “smooth” approach without overshoot, we chose
pole pairs ςz1,2 ∈ {−1,−3,−5} on the left-hand real axis.
The step responses for these pole pairs were tested in a flight
arena where the DelFly flew at constant forward speed in cir-
cles with radii of 2m, simulating the wind tunnel flight. The
step responses are compared in Fig. 10.

The system response is as fast as desired and without
overshoot beyond the accuracy of 2.5 cm for all three pole
pairs; for the later pairs however, there is an initial deadband
with a succeeding steeper rise indicating a delayed reaction
of the underlying controller.
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Figure 10: Height step response for different guidance poles,
ςz1,2 ∈ {−1,−3,−5}.2

5 CONCLUSION

We performed the first high-precision flight of a flapping-
wing micro air vehicle in a wind-tunnel, maintaining an accu-
racy of ±5 cm in all axes for most of the time; in the vertical
axis in particular, we achieved an accuracy of ±2.5 cm and
below, up to ±1 cm for tens of seconds. This performance
both in position accuracy and in duration is more than suffi-
cient in order to perform time-resolved stereo PIV.

Although the controller was tuned for a single wind speed
(0.8m/s), the longitudinal performance remained unaffected

2For ςz1,2 = −1, the height set-point HSP(t < 0) was just below 1.4m.



for the whole speed range tested (0.7 to 1.3m/s). The perfor-
mance of the separated lateral controller decreased for higher
speeds. This should be improved by gain scheduling or by
dynamic inversion that take into account the roll and yaw cou-
pling effects and the varying rudder effectiveness with speed.
In addition—thanks to the modular design of the controller—
the precision can be further improved by a fully-adaptive
speed-thrust controller as well as by augmented filtering of
position and attitude data originating from the off-board mo-
tion tracking and on-board inertial measurement.

To conclude, despite the lack of an accurate model of
the DelFly MAV over its full flight envelope, we solved the
flapping-wing position control problem successfully and, fur-
thermore, in a new and advanced manner. Our work enables
future investigations of the flapping wing aerodynamics in-
flight, which should bring better understanding of the under-
lying aerodynamic mechanisms and result in advanced, more
agile and more efficient flapping wing MAV designs.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Proof. Let Θ0, z0, FÆ be the true pitch angle, throttle com-
mand, and matrix of force gradients in equilibrium;

1. If the equilibrium condition is met, i.e. Θc = Θ0, zc =
z0, Eq. 15 yields[

x′
w

H ′

]
=

[
xw0

H0

]
+m−1F̂Æγ−1

[
Θ0 − Θ̂0

z0 − ẑ0

]
(19)

and |xw0 − x′
w|, |H0 −H ′| are small for a suitable γ.

2. Let (xw,H) be a position in the neighbourhood of the
equilibrium (x′

w,H
′); rearranging Eq. 19 yields[

Θc

zc

]
=

[
Θ̂
ẑ

]
+mF̂−1

Æ γ

[
xw0 − x′

w

H0 −H ′

]
=

[
Θ0

z0

]
and inserting into Eq. 15, we get

[
Θc

zc

]
=

[
Θ̂
ẑ

]
+mF̂−1

Æ γ

[
xw0 − x′

w

H0 −H ′

]
+mF̂−1

Æ γ

[
x′
w − xw

H ′ −H

]
=

[
Θ0

z0

]
+mF̂−1

Æ γ

[
x′
w − xw

H ′ −H

]
(20)

Finally, recalling[
V̇A

Ḧ

]
= m−1FÆ(VW )

([
Θ
z

]
−
[
Θ0

z0

])
(21)

and assuming Θ = Θc,z = zc we get[
V̇A

Ḧ

]
= FÆF̂−1

Æ γ

[
x′
w − xw

H ′ −H

]
(22)

As F̂Æ is a close guess of FÆ, we can assume FÆF̂−1
Æ

is diagonal and positive; thus we have

V̇A = λ1γ (x
′
w − xw)

Ḧ = λ2γ (H
′ −H)

(23)

where λ1γ, λ2γ > 0 and the equilibrium position
(x′

w,H
′) is stable in its neighbourhood.


